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A Fine, Fragrant, Yellow Peony Free

5 Piones $1.95

Not Less Than 17c

This Price

Each
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$1.00

7 for 1 - 12.00 per 100

Japanese

Surprise Collection

15

Never $1.00

20

Suprise Collection

One Fine, Fragrant, Yellow Peony Is Offered at 17c Each. As Long as Room to Plant Is Not Lost, This Is the Best of All. As They Use Up What Will Emerge in the Spring, This Is Better Than All the Room. The Leaves Die to Dryness on the Ground. They Are Not Only Beautiful but Their Color is Not Lost in the Water.
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Buy Your
BEDDING
Hyacinths
NOW
AT 1/2 PRICE
They will cost you double in the Fall.
SPECIAL if you order NOW!
Per Doz. - - $1.00
Per 100 - - $7.69
Growers' Sales Co.
CLINTON, N. J.

5 DOZEN GORGEOUS DARWIN TULIPS
$1.89

Here is a real bargain! Five dozen of the finest Darwin Tulips in an assortment of such wonderful varieties as Bartigon, Wm. Pitt, Yellow Prince, Flamingo, and many others giving you a complete assortment of colors. Regular 75c to $1.00 per dozen varieties, now only $1.89 for the 5 dozen, if you order at once, NOW.
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